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Can Children with ADHD Benefit
from Mindfulness?

BUILDING RESILIENT KIDS
The Bounceback Books website lists books by skill
that can help your child in a variety of areas. One
of these is skills is: STAYING STRONG. Resilient

kids learn how to calm themselves and practice seeing
the hopeful side of problems and challenges. They
know how to reach out to others for help and to
share difficult thoughts and feelings.
Click Here for a Listing of Stay Strong Books

When to Tell Your Child About Their
Adoption
For some parents, telling their child that he
is adopted is a formidable, anxiety-provoking
task, and thus they put it off or avoid it.
However, at some point adopted youngsters
need to be told about their origins, ideally
even before middle childhood. During their
preschool years, children begin asking questions like "Where do babies come from?"
That is a good time to begin introducing information about their special backgrounds.
READ MORE

You’ve heard that mindful meditation can help increase focus,
calm a buzzing brain, or reduce symptoms of hyperactivity or
impulsivity. And, like many parents, you’d like to incorporate
this free, non-medical therapy into your child’s ADHD treatment plan — but you may not know how (or when) to get started.
The good news? Mindfulness is possible at any age, and it’s
easy to teach your child age-appropriate meditation exercises
that will help her calm her body and mind. The key is to tailor
activities to your child’s maturity and interest level — and not
to expect meditation to be a cure-all for your child’s ADHD.
This free resource — filled with 10 easy-to-understand mindfulness exercises that can be adapted for any child’s needs —
is a great place to get started. Your child’s journey towards
mindfulness starts here. Download now!

How to Keep Your Child's Credit Safe
US News & World Report - September 24, 2018

Children who are targeted by identity thieves often deal with serious
consequences once they're adults. A recent survey of childhood identity
theft victims by Experian found that for most children, it takes about
three years to recover from identity theft. Be especially cautious with
foster children. If you are the parent of a child who has been in the foster system, be especially vigilant. "They can be at greater risk of identity
theft, as their information passes through many hands," says Gallegos.
Also: Survey: 12 Years Old Is the Average Age of a Child Identity Theft
Victim:
https://www.experian.com/blogs/ask-experian/survey-12-years-old-isthe-average-age-of-a-child-identity-theft-victim/
https://creditcards.usnews.com/articles/how-to-keep-your-childs-creditsafe
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Lifebooks: A Great Way to Support Child Well-Being
Because of the benefits they bring to children,
birth parents, foster and adoptive parents, and
child welfare professionals, lifebooks are widely
recognized as best practice in child welfare
services.



Don’t forget birth histories/stories. Many people
start lifebooks from the point of placement, but you
really need to go back in time, too, Caldwell says.
“Policy requires us to have birth certificates in the
record for every child in foster care, but often
that’s what’s missing from lifebooks.” In addition to
official records, be sure to include birth-related
stories. Children really want to know the answers to
questions such as: Where was I born? Where did I
live when I was first born? On what day of the
week was I born?



Lifebooks are a team effort. “Everybody who’s in
contact with the child and family can play a role,”
Caldwell says. “I mean everyone!” For example, at
removal a CPS worker can ask the child or parent
“What pictures would you like to take with you?”



It’s a way for us to make it clear to the parent
that we value their connection to their child and
want to maintain it. Or, Caldwell says, “A foster
care worker may be the one to take a photo of the
parent and child. That photo may be a very important—or the only—photo of the parent and child
together.” By participating in the lifebook process,
we all have a chance to contribute to the child’s well
-being.



You have many options! In addition to the traditional
hardcopy/scrapbooking approach, there are numerous
excellent digital options for making lifebooks. When
choosing a medium, engaging the child is key: pick
the format they will be most comfortable with.



Support from leaders matters. Support from agency
leaders can be verbal—for example, making sure the
whole agency understands how important lifebook
work is. Support should also be material. For example, staff may need access to a color printer or to
software for creating lifebooks. It’s usually a small
investment, and the impact on children’s lives can be
huge.

Yet many of those familiar with child welfare
practice believe that lifebooks are under valued
and under used by public and private agencies.
“Sometimes people see lifebooks as fluff, a
luxury,” says the North Carolina Division of
Social Services’ Ginger Caldwell. “Whereas in
reality they are essential—a ‘must-have’ for
children’s well-being.”
Lifebooks in the most basic terms, a lifebook is
“a developmentally appropriate record and
collection of mementos that document a child’s
life events and various caregivers and
homes” (Harden, 2004).
First introduced to the field of child welfare in
the 1960s, lifebooks have helped children in
foster care and adoptive placements “retain
connections to their past and integrate those
experiences with their present circumstances in
a healthy, constructive manner” (USDHHS,
2013).
Because they’re such a good way to support
children as they negotiate the multiple
transitions and family ties that they
experience, the use of lifebooks spread
significantly in the 1980s (Holody & Maher,
1996).
Today lifebooks are more relevant than ever.
We now realize how important it is for us to
help children understand and make new meaning
of their traumatic history and current
experiences (NCTSN, 2008). We can help them
do this by encouraging them to share their life
stories, acknowledging their feelings, and
reminding them that the bad things that have
happened to them are not their fault. Lifebooks
are a great way to accomplish all these things.

IFAPA has created over 70 free Lifebook pages that
parents can download to help create a Lifebook.

Key takeaways for lifebook work Caldwell would
like to pass on include:

Click Here to see the Lifebook pages available.
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